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Short description of the content of the deliverable 
Report on a 2-day international conference in Vienna/AT (“Vienna Conference”) with 45 
participants in total, i.e. Consortium partners, regional Support Partners, site owners, relevant 
stakeholders of the regional innovation ecosystems of all participating regions, and a 
representative of the EU’s Joint Research Center (JRC).  
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Executive summary 
This document is a report on a 2-day international conference held in Vienna/AT from Sept. 
20th to Sept. 21st, 2022 with 45 participants in total, i.e. Consortium partners, regional Support 
Partners, the Joint Research Center (JRC) and representatives of the industrial sites and 
relevant other stakeholders of the regional innovation ecosystems of all participating regions 
along the Danube River (Germany, Austria, Czech Republic, Bulgaria, Serbia, Croatia, 
Slovenia, Romania, Slovakia, and Hungary).  

The event started off by setting the scene for all participants with presentations by renowned 
experts on Smart Specialisation Strategies (Prof. Dominique Foray, Ècole Polytechnique 
Fédérale de Lausanne) and the revitalisation of industrial sites and green regional restructuring 
(Prof. Michaela Trippl, University of Vienna). 

First results of the desk-based analyses of each region were presented by the team of the 
University of Vienna. A specific session was dedicated to selection criteria for industrial sites 
and an overview of sites already identified (WP3).  

The participants learned about the Entrepreneurial Discovery Process (EDP) Workshops to be 
organised at local level (WP4). For a complementarily finish, an excellent overview on related 
European initiatives and funding opportunities was provided by Johan Stierna (Joint Research 
Center Seville) and Anteja (WP5).  

The second day of the conference featured study trips to two former brownfields in Tulln an 
der Donau and in Krems an der Donau, which can be considered best practice examples for 
re-vitalising industrial sites. Conference participants got a solid understanding of the project’s 
goals, the methodology, participants’ expectations were managed and a common picture of 
the next steps was painted.  
The main goals of the 2 day event, gaining a common understanding of the RIS4DANU 
objectives and activities specifying the underlying methodology (a revised S3 concept) and 
highlighting the role of the regional support partners, was achieved (documented in emails of 
participants). 
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1 Introduction 
The Conference on 20/21 September 2022 in Vienna and Lower Austria was the only occasion 
throughout the RIS4Danu project, where all consortium partners, regional support partners as 
well as some site owners already involved gathered in person. The event was essential for 
gaining a common picture of the project objectives, roles and activities and the underlying 
methodology. The study trip provided inspiration from successful examples and helped create 
a highly motivated RIS4Danu community. 
 

2 Conference Results 
The event agenda was planned in close collaboration with all consortium partners, respecting 
valuable recommendations of the RIS4Danu advisory board and including requests of regional 
support partners. 
Day 1 included input on the conceptual framework, first results and interactive discussions of 
all aspects of the project: 
Firstly, Prof. Dr. Foray from École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne gave the audience 
valuable input on the importance of Smart Specialisation Strategy and Sustainability Transition 
in the context of the project’s main goal stressing that the crucial point in the S3 formulation is 
to focus on the transformation of structures not on the structures themselves. 
Prof. Dr. Trippl from the University of Vienna presented the Multi-Layered Methodology within 
the project RIS4Danu and emphasized potential transformative activities, based on preliminary 
economic analyses of each participating region. 
The research team of the University of Vienna presented first results of these regional 
analyses. The conference design allowed for direct feedback from the region’s representatives 
taking part in the conference as well as Q&A- sessions after each region’s analysis 
presentation. As a next step, selection criteria for industrial sites to be addressed in the project 
were presented and discussed.  
Finalising the common understanding of the project’s goals, a detailed presentation of the 
planned Entrepreneurial Discovery (EDP) Workshops was given by representatives of BAKS3 
and VDI/VDE-IT.  
The conference afternoon was dedicated to a highly insightful Policy Forum, which consisted 
of presentations by Dr. Johan Stierna, Lead Scientist in the European Commission’s JRC who 
provided  valuable insights into the EU policy and investment agenda for innovation. As a final 
presenter, Lucia Seel on behalf of Anteja gave a very informative summary on funding 
opportunities and instruments in Europe followed by a lively discussion of various regional 
funding needs and opportunities in Danube countries.  
Day 2 of the conference featured more practical insights on examples for the revitalisation of 
disused industrial sites in Lower Austria. The participants visited Zukunftspark+ in Tulln an der 
Donau and the Donau Gewerbepark in Krems an der Donau, both industrial brown field 
locations that underwent major restructuring activities resulting in successfully managed 
business parks with mixed sector use. Site owners/managers, municipality representatives, 
and regional representatives shared their perspectives and engaged in fruitful discussions with 
conference participants. 
Throughout the conference the organising parties put particular emphasis on an active 
exchange, a common understanding and expectation management of all participants.  
 
Various dissemination activities were undertaken by projects partners via LinkedIn and other 
social media channels (#RIS4Danu) as well as the project website. The project’s cloud storage 
software Nextcloud was used for sharing relevant documents, papers and presentations with 
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all conference participants. Presentations are also available for downloaded on the project 
website: https://ris4danu.eu/2022/09/21/ris4danu-flagship-conference-for-peer-exchange/   
 

3 Conclusions & Perspectives 
 
The RIS4Danu flagship  conference held on Sept. 20th and 21st, 2022 in Vienna was a full 
success and crucial for the further project progress. Not only could all goals be achieved. 
Moreover, meeting people in person is an important pre-condition for establishing a high level 
of mutual trust and building up professional work relationships. This is particularly relevant in 
projects such as the RIS4Danu CSA with a wide range of diverse project partners and regions 
along the Danube River. In sum, the shared knowledge and expertise of all participating 
experts and partners and their fruitful exchange laid the foundation for a successful project 
with relevant impacts.   
 
Next steps:  

• Identification and selection of additional industrial sites in the project regions in close 
cooperation with regional Support Partners (WP3) 

• Further quantitative analyses of all regions, including regional capacities and 
opportunities and qualitative interviews with regional stakeholders (WP3) 

• Organisation of Entrepreneurial Discovery Workshops in all projects region in close 
liaison with the relevant regional partners (WP4) 

• Sharing experience via the RIS4Danu Linkedin group created as a result of the 
conference (WP2) 

• Collection of needs and best practices to be shared in the online workshops with 
regional support partners (WP2 + WP5)  
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4 Annexes 
 
Conference Agenda 
Participation List  
More information on the conference: RIS4DANU Flagship Conference for Peer Exchange | 
RIS4DANU 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

     

 

 

 

Conference for Peer Exchange & Study Visit  

Sustainable Smart Specialisation for the Re-Opening of Industrial Sites in the Danube 
Region 

20th /21st September 2022, in Vienna & Lower Austria 

 

Agenda 

 

19th September 2022: Arrival of participants 

Day 1, 20th September 2022 
Location: Hotel ROOMZ Vienna Prater, Rothschildpl. 2, 1020 Vienna 

09:00 Welcome and Introduction 

09:15 Key Note: Smart Specialisation and Sustainability Transition,  
 Prof. Dominique Foray, École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne 
 Q&A / Discussion 

10:00 Presentation of the RIS4Danu Concept: Revitalization of Industrial Sites and  
 Green Regional Restructuring, Prof. Michaela Trippl, University of Vienna 
 Q&A / Discussion 

10:30 Coffee Break & Networking 

11:00 Session I: Pilot Regions 
 Presentation of first results of the analysis of the individual pilot regions,  
 University of Vienna and input & feedback from the regional representatives 

12.30 Business Lunch 

13:30 Session II: Selection of Sites 
 Moderated Q&A Session  

14:30 Session III: Entrepreneurial Discovery Workshops - Common Understanding 
 Presentation of approach, Michael Keller and Martin Eichler, BAK S3A, and discussion with 
regional representatives  

15:00 Coffee Break & Networking 

 

 

 



 
 

     

 

15:30 Session IV: Policy Forum 

15:30 Introduction to the purpose and objectives of the Policy Forum,  
Mateja Dermastia, ANTEJA ECG 

15:40 What to expect from relevant European initiatives and programmes for possible 
funding, Johan Stierna, Joint Research Centre of the European Commission 

16:00 A panorama of funding opportunities in Europe, Lucia Seel, Anteja ECG 

16:10 Interactive discussion with the participants for better understanding the funding 
needs and existing/needed knowledge, moderated by Lucia Seel, Anteja ECG 

17:00 End of Day 1 

19:00 Dinner at schweizerhaus.at 

 

Day 2, 21st September 2022 

08:45 Departure from Hotel ROOMZ Vienna Prater, Rothschildpl. 2, 1020 Vienna  

Bus transfer to Tulln 

09:45 – 11:45 Visit of Zukunftspark+ Tulln, Königstetter Straße 128-134, 3430 Tulln  

Franz Wöss (Zukunftspark GmbH, representative private investor) + visit of the site 

Robert Gutscher (City Tulln),  

Angelika Weiler (ecoplus, Technopol Tulln) 

12:00 Bus transfer to Krems 

12:30 – 13:30 Business Lunch in Krems 

13:30 – ca.16:00 Visit of Donau Gewerbepark Krems 

Roland Zellhofer (ecoplus, Project Manager Business Parks, Chief Executive Donau 
Gewerbepark Krems GmbH),  

Martin Schicklmüller (ecoplus, Project Manager Investor Services) Ecological location 
development  

16:30 Dinner at Heuriger Müllner, Stadtgraben 5, Krems an der Donau 

19:00 Bus transfer to Vienna 

20:00 Arrival in Vienna, Hotel Roomz 

https://schweizerhaus.at/
https://www.zukunftsparkplus.at/
https://www.dgk-krems.at/
https://www.ecoplus.at/interessiert-an/klimafitte-standortentwicklung/?gclid=Cj0KCQjw08aYBhDlARIsAA_gb0fB7Iwh_0a-RruN3xkORSs_WN8i-U-DlWRNmNNJBbv1qrOVz1kqTm0aAmavEALw_wcB
https://www.ecoplus.at/interessiert-an/klimafitte-standortentwicklung/?gclid=Cj0KCQjw08aYBhDlARIsAA_gb0fB7Iwh_0a-RruN3xkORSs_WN8i-U-DlWRNmNNJBbv1qrOVz1kqTm0aAmavEALw_wcB
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